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Harmonic Functions on Complete Non-compact Manifolds i 
Abstract 
Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Harmonic Functions on Complete Non-compact 
Manifolds 
Submitted by W u M a n Ming 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in Mathematics at 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 2002 
In this thesis we will study harmonic functions on complete noncompact man-
ifolds. Specifically, we will discuss the works of Li-Tarn, Li and Li-Wang, on the 
dimensions of polynomial growth harmonic functions on such a manifold. The 
question is related to a conjecture of Yau that the dimension of harmonic func-
tions with polynomial growth of degree at most dona complete noncompact Rie-
mannian manifold of dimension n with nonnegative Ricci curvature is bounded 
by the dimension of harmonic polynomials of degree at most d in W. 
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In 1975, Yau proved that on a complete noncompact manifold with nonnegative 
Ricci curvature, there does not exist any nonconstant positive harmonic function 
which is defined on the entire manifold. In [19], it was proved that the space of 
sublinear growth harmonic functions on such manifold consists of constant func-
tions only. Namely, on a complete manifold Mwith nonnegative Ricci curvature, 
for any harmonic function / on M which satisfies 
I / I ⑷ 〜 捕 
where r(y) is some distant function to a fixed point on M, then / must be iden-
tically constant. Because of these results, Yau has the following conjecture on 
polynomial growth harmonic functions. Let 
= {/I A / = 0,\f\{x) < Cf{l + r{x)y for some constant C f } , 
Yau,s conjecture . Let M^ be a complete noncompact manifold with nonnegative 
Ricci curvature. Then, 
< oo. 
In fact, he conjectured that: 
< (1.1) 
1 
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In chapter 2.1, we will study a theorem of Li and Tarn in [13], in which they 
gave an affirmative answer of Yau's conjecture for the case d = 1. Moreover, in 
the proof of the theorem, they also found that if the manifolds have slow volume 
growth, then the dimension of 7ii{M) is at most 2. 
O n the other hand, J. Cheeger. T.H. Colding and W.P. Minicozzi II [2], have 
shown that dim 7id{M) 二 n + 1 if and only if M is isometric to W e will study 
a particular case of this result in chapter 2.2. W e will assume further that the 
manifold is Kahler and has nonnegative holomorphic bisectional curvature. This 
result is mainly based on a result of Li in [9 . 
In [3], Colding and Minicozzi have proved a sharp estimate for dim 7Yd(M), 
provided that the manifold satisfies Poincare inequality and volume comparison 
condition. Shortly after this, Li proved a similar result in [11] with same sharpness 
on the order of d, but with weaker assumptions. The proof of Li is much more 
simple. W e will study this theorem of Li in chapter 3.1. 
In chapter 3.2，we will study manifolds with an even weaker assumptions. In 
this case, Li and Wang [15] proved that the dimension of dim 7id{M) is bounded 
by some order of d. But in this case, the order is less sharp than that is obtained 
in chapter 3.1. 
In chapter 4，we will study manifold with nonnegative sectional curvature. 
In this case we can obtain a sharp asymptotic estimate on the dimension of 
dim l-id{M) by a theorem in [15". 
Finally, there is an example of H. Donnelly [4] which says that (1.1) is not 
true in general. 
Chapter 2 
Harmonic functions with linear 
growth 
2.1 A sharp estimate for dunHi{M) 
In this chapter, we shall study the dimension of linear growth harmonic func-
tions on a complete manifold M"^ with nonnegative Ricci curvature. W e are going 
to prove (1.1) when d = I. In fact, we are going to give an upper bound for the 
dimension in terms of the order of the volume growth. Together with the volume 
comparison theorem, we can prove that dim Hi(M) < n+1. The results are from 
13]. Let us first consider the case that the manifold has slow volume growth. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 .1 Let M he a complete noncompact manifold with nonnegative 
R'i'cci curvature. Suppose there exists a point x e M such that the volume of the 
geodesic Ml, V{B^{r)), centered at x with radius r satisfies 
poo 
If M admits s linearly independent nonconstant linear growth harmonic functions 
{fih then M must be isometrically the product M = Wx N, where N is a complete 
manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature. In particular, dim7^i(M) <3. 
3 
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Proof : let / be a nonconstant linear growth harmonic function. By the gradient 
estimate in [20], for all y G 尾 ( f ) 
• / f a ) � c, 
SUPSz ⑷ f - f _ R, 
C ( \ 
|V/|(y) < ^1/1(2/) +1 sup /I 
K \ B^iR) y 
|V/| < 尝|1 +及I on B 為 
where Ci = Ci{n) is a constant depends only on n, and C2 is a constant depends 
only on f and d i m M . Hence |V/| is bounded. By the Bochner formula on 
harmonic function /， 
A | V / p = 2 4 + + 2(V/, V A / ) . 
Since A/=0, 
which implies that |V/|2 is subharmonic. By proposition 2 in [8], the following 
three conditions are equivalent: 
1. /i⑴ V{B^{Vi))-^dt < oc, for all x G M . 
2. < 00, for some x G M . 
3. M admits a non-constant bounded superharmonic functions. 
From these facts, we know that on M , there does not exist any nonconstant 
bounded subharmonic function. Hence |V/| must be identically constant。Using 
the Bochner formula again: 
0 = A|V/|2 = 2 4 + > 0. 
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Since Rijfifj > 0, we have 
fij = 0 fori J = 1,2, ...n, 
thus • / is a parallel vector field. By the deRham decomposition theorem, the 
universal covering M of M must be isometrically a product of R x for some 
manifold N' with nonnegative Ricci curvature. Inductively, we observe that M 
must split into W x N. If s > 3, then 丑)> CR^ and this contradicts our 
assumption that f^ V(B^(\/i))~^dt = oo. Hence we can conclude that s < 2, 
and thus dim7^i(M) < 3. • 
Let us consider the case that manifold M has fast volume growth, that is: 
roo 
J V{B^{Vi))-^dt < oo. 
By the same argument as in proposition 2.1, we know that the norm of gradient 
of linear growth harmonic functions are bounded subharmonic functions on man-
ifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature. W e will use the following lemma in [8 
on bounded subharmonic functions on such manifolds. 
L e m m a 2 .1 Let M be a complete noncompact manifold with nonnegative Ricci 
curvature. If h is a hounded subharmonic function, then h satisfies 
lim [ h{y)dy = sup %). 
^沉 yeM 
Now, we are ready to prove the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 2.1 Let M he a complete noncompact manifold with nonnegative Ricci 
curvature, such that the volume of geodesic hall centered at Xq of radius r satisfies: 
⑶ 狗 l + rf, 
for some constant Ci. Then the dimension o/7Yi(M) is finite, and it satisfies the 
estimate: 
d i m ( M ) < A;+ 1. 
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Proof : Let = {f e 7Yi(M)|/(xo) 二 0} for a fixed point xq G M. Let 
f e 认M). 
Applying the above lemma 2.1 to the function |V/p we see that 
lim [ |V/|2(y)办=sup |V/p(y) = ||V/||^. (2.1) 
^① J 〜 ( 。 yeM 
Define an inner product〈〈•，.〉〉on the space Ti\{M) by: 
編 卜 lim 吼 ( r ) ” [ 〈•/, •办 
Since 
帅(r))—1 f 〈•/, = [ 〈•(/ + g), •(/ + ")� 
-m。(r)”/ 〈 • ( / I ) , •(/-")〉 
J B叩(r) 
and when r — oo, the limits exist by (2.1). Thus〈〈•，.〉〉is well-defined. 
Suppose〈〈/,/〉〉= 0, then f is a constant function; together with /(xq) = 0, we 
conclude that / 三 0. Hence〈〈.，•〉〉is indeed an inner product. 
Now, let H be an s-dimensional subspace of 7{认M). W e want to show that 5 is 
always bounded by k. W e take {/i}f=i be an orthonormal basis of H, and define: 
i=l 
W e have: 
2 / < [ 
= [ - ( t A 
r 卜 \ 
< / • E / N 
= / • (2.2) 
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For any fixed yo G OB^q (r), by an orthonormal change of basis for H, we can 
write 
i=l 
where is an orthonormal basis of H , and (/>‘("。）= 0 for all i^l. Therefore 
for any yo G dB恥{r� 
|VF|(yo)<2|0i|(yo)|V0i|(7/o). 
Since 4>i are orthonormal, we know that ||V(/)i||^ =l, and G H, thus it satisfies 
< r{yo) 
So |VF|(2/o) < 2r(yo)|Vpi|(yo). Now, divide the inequality (2.2) by 2V(B^,{r)), 
we have 
ViB^oir))-' [ (f^l'^fA < � ( B恥 f |VF| 
< [ r{y)\V<t>r\{y) 
(r) 
where we are using the facts that y G dB帅and r{y) = r. Let r — oo, and 
noticing that〈〈/《，fj)) = Sij, we obtained 
K l i z n 明 肪 刺 ） 
- V(B,(r)) 
i.e: for any e > 0, there exist R(e) such that Vr > R{e) 
驅 ( r ) ) 
- m w ) -
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Divide both sides by r and integrating from R = R(e) to r: 
J r - J r V{B^{r)) dr 
- J r V{B,{r)) 
(LY" < 耶“”) 
、五) —V{B,{R)) 
< + 
where C3, C4 are constants independent of r, hence we must have s — e < k. As 
e is arbitrary, we get s < k. • 
As a result, we now can conclude that dini7^i(M) < provided that 
V{B^{r)) = 0(r”. This estimate is sharp as the equality will hold on 股气 
2.2 Linear growth harmonic functions on Kahler 
manifolds 
From the theorem 2 in [2], J. Cheeger. T.H. Colding and W.P. Minicozzi II 
showed that if dim7^i(M) = n + 1, then M is isometric to R^. The proof is 
rather involved. Here we only study the case that M is a Kahler manifold with 
nonnegative bisectional curvature. In this case, we have a result of P. Li [9 . 
But first of all, we would like to introduce a theorem in [10] which concern the 
Laplacian of distance function on M , a complete n-dimensional manifold. Let 
r(a:) to denote a distance function to some fixed point Xq e M. 
Theorem 2.2 ( Laplacian Comparison Theorem )Let M he a complete n-
dimensional Riemannian manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature. Then the 
Laplacian of the distance function satisfies 
Ar{x) < {n-l)r-\x) 
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in the sense of distribution. 
Moreover, we need the Corollary 2.3 in [10] about the volume of geodesic balls， 
especially in manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature. 
Theorem 2.3 ( Bishop Volume Comparison Theorem )Let M be a n-
dimensional complete Riemannian manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature. If 
we denote Vp{r) to be the volume of geodesic hall Bp{r) in M, then for ri < r2, 
we have 
I 2 
Moreover, the equality holds if and only if M is isometric to W^. 
L e m m a 2 .2 Let M孔 be a complete Riemannian manifold with nonnegative Ricci 
curvature, and ocq e M be a fixed point. Suppose dim?^i(M) = n + 1 and 
{/i，"./n} he an orthonormal basis for 二 {/|/ G 7ii{M) andf{xo) = 0} 
with respect to the inner product 
〈〈/,力〉二 lim V(尾。(r))-i f �•/, •办 
Then the map F : M — M几 given by 
F = ( / l ’ . . . ， / n ) 
zs proper. In fact, the function = ；^：丄 ff{x) satisfies 
lim p{x)r~^(x) = 1， 
a:—oo 
luhere r{x) is the distance function to the fixed point Xq e M. 
Proof : For any fixed z/o, by an orthonormal change of basis, we can write 
2=1 
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where 於办。）二 0 for i 1. Thus 
|Vp2|(如）S2|0i|(yo)|V0i|(2/o). (2.3) 
Since ||V0i||oo = ((0i, = 1, thus 
|V(/)i|<L (2.4) 
Notice that 01 G l-i\{M), together with (2.4)，we can conclude that 
|0i|Q/o) < (2.5) 
Putting (2.4) and (2.5) into (2.3), we have 
|Vp2|(2/o) <2r(yo), 
for any y^ G M . 
Secondly, if we integrate the inequality | V>2| < 2r along a geodesic joining Xq 
to X, we obtain: 
Since G p^(xo) = 0，we always have 
p{x)r-\x) < 1. 
It remains to show that pr—1 > (1 - a) for any a〉0. 
Putting (2.4) into (2.3), we have 
2p(/yo)|Vp|(/yo) < |Vp2|("o) 
< 2|oi|("o) 
< '2p(ijo) (2.6) 
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for any yo. Therefore 
P n „ n 
2 / E l W . P 二 / 
= / 
JdB^ir) dr ^ 
n / n \ 
< / • E /? 
J犯舶 \i=l ) 




[ E l v / . p < [ P 
= ^ [ p r A . (2.7) 
hcAq \ JdB ⑶ 
To estimate the term "“；^。/?: 
I |Vr|2 = - [ r A r + f (rVr, 
•^ x^o(r) J B叩(r) dr 
=— rAr + / r. 
J B 叩、r) 7 肪 xo(rO 
By the Laplacian comparison theorem, and the fact that |Vr| = 1，we have 
•^�(r) 
r 
which implies that 
Z�几 
K。 ( r )仏 
Putting < n into (2.7) and let r oo, we get 
JdBa^Qir) 
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Hence for any e〉0, there exist r(e) > 0, such that for all r > r(e), we have 
[ pr-'>{l-e)A,,{r). (2.8) 
Integrate (2.8) from Ri to R2, where i^i, R2 > r(e): 
(l-e)T4o(i^i,^2)< f r-ip (2.9) 
where 14。(i^ i, R2) = V ^ ) - V帅(i^i)，B帅(Ri, R2) 二 尾。(i^ \ B工丄Ri). 
Fix a ^ G (0,1), and define As{Ri,R2) = {x e R^) \ < 
1 - S } . Then 
[ pr-' < [ { l -S)+ [ 1 
= ( 1 - S)m{As{Ru R2)) + R2) — m{As{Ri,R2))]. 
W e combine this inequality with (2.9), 




This implies that when Ri, R2 — 00， 
— 0 (2.10) 
Notice that the inequality (2.6) also implies that |V>| < 1. So for any pair of 
points X, y G M , 
p[v) < pOt) +r(cc,y) 
p 義 〔勞、+ W (2.11) 
where r{x,y) denote the geodesic distance between x and y. 
Suppose there exists a > 0 and a sequence of points Xi e M such that —> 00 
and 
p{xi)r-\xi) < (1-a), 
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for any Xi. 
Let ri 二 r(oci), and consider y G by (2.11), we have 
r(y) r{y) 
< (1 - + an 
— Ar{y) 
4 — 3a Ti 
一 4 r{yy 
Moreover, triangle inequality implies 
Ti = r(xi) < r(y)-i-r(xi,y) 
/ X ^ 
=^(y) + 
Tj < 4 - g 
r[y) _ 4 
Hence 
P{V) < 4 - 3 a < 1 
r(y) 4-a 
Set 1 - S = notice that 0 < < 1. N o w we know that on BJ种, 
piy^xoiy) < 1 - so 
+ (2.12) 
Let us denote ^ ((1 - f)ri, (1 + f ) r , ) by then (2.12) implies 
ry?" • 
From the volume comparison theorem : 
(aTi\ ( a � \ a、一八 
M t ) ^ + 仇）（2 + Z) 
thus we have 
饥(AO � / 
K。((l-f)n，(l + f)n) - UJ I ， 
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which contradict (2.10), therefore l^pr"^ > 1 — a for any a〉 0 , hence we 
finished the proof. • 
Now, we can prove the theorem in which we can classify the manifold if it admits 
n linearly independent holomorphic functions of linear growth. 
T h e o r e m 2 .4 [Li]Let M几 be a complete Kdhler manifold with nonnegative Ricci 
curvature. Suppose M admits n nonconstant linearly independent holomorphic 
functions of linear growth, then M must be isometric to C with the standard flat 
metric. 
Proof : By the Bishop volume comparison theorem, ^ ^^ is non-increasing func-
tion of r. Moreover, since linv—o ^  =⑴2n, ^  < ⑴2n�where uj<2n 二 area of unit 
sphere in IR2 几.Denote the volume of geodesic in R^n by y(r). Iflinv—^o 辦=1, 
then 
1 < 猶 二 避 < 1 
_ ^^(r) 一 uj2nr加-， 
and the theorem follow from Bishop volume comparison theorem. Hence it is 
sufficient to show that linv—^^ ^ ^ = 1. 
Let / be a nonconstant linear growth holomorphic function on M. By the Cauchy-
Riemann equations, Re{f) is constant iff Im{f) is constant. So Re{f) and Im{f) 
are linear growth harmonic functions on M , otherwise f will be a constant func-
tion. 
Moreover, if we let u = Re(f),v = Im(J), and {：^丄，2/1,…，a:”，"J be a local 
coordinate of M at p, where Zi = + iyi. Then 
n 
{\/u,Vv){p) = Y^u 工人 p)”：^ 人p) + Uy 人 p)vyXp) 
2=1 
n 
= � i v ) ) + Uy^ (p) 
i=l 
= 0 . (2.13) 
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And 
n 
I • … = E 〜办)2 + 《 » (2.14) 
n 
= + (2.15) 
i=l 
二 I•叫 (2.16) 
Let {^1, ...,gn} be n orthonormal holomorphic functions on M , orthonormal 
with respect to inner product (( , }): 
{{f.9))= lim V-\B,{r)) [ 〈 • / , • 办 
And (2.13), (2.14) tells us that {Re�,Im�,…,Re�,Im(gn)} are orthogo-
nal and {{Re{gi),Re{gi))) = {{Im{g,)Jm{g,))). If w e let = 
then the set {Re{gi), Im⑷,...,Re{gn), Im{gn)} are orthonormal with respect to 
the inner product ( ( , )). 
Let us set f2i-i = Re{gi) and f2i = /m(运）for i = 1,2,.…n. Consider the maps 
G = (§1,…： M C^ and F - (/i,...,/2n) ： M Notice that if 
we choose a normal coordinate {2:1，…2：2几} of M at p, then the pq-th entry of 
{dF){dFy is 
I 繞 尝 = � " M " � ， 
which means that 
[ dF{dFY = /, 
hence dF is nonsingular somewhere, so as the differential of G. 
By lemma 2。2, G is proper. And since G is holomorphic, by the proper mapping 
theorem in [5], the image G[M) must be a subvariety of dimension n in 
Moreover, dG is nonsingular at some point on M , thus G must be surjective. 
On the other hand, lemma 2.1 tells us 
� � / p , / p � � = sup|V//. 
M 
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Consider e(F) energy density function of F: 
2n 2n 
- ^ ^ M 1=1 1=1 
2n 
=Y.^{fufi)) = 2n. (2.17) 
i二 1 
And consider the eigenvalues of dF and using arithmetic-geometric mean, we 
have 
誓 > (detidF))^ , 
Combing with (2.17), we can conclude that the Jacobian of F = J(F) = yjdet{dF) < 
1. 
For 0 < < if we denote R2) = {z e < < R2}, then 
R2)) = {xe M\Ri < p{x) < R2} 
where ⑷ = E I U = E£i\f i\ ' -
Since F is surjective and J(F) < 1, 
V{Ri,R2) = [ dx < [ dF{y) 
= [ J{F){y)dy 
< VoI[F-\B{R^,R2))). (2.18) 
By lemma 2.2, for any e > 0, there exists a R[e) > 0，such that for p{x) > R(e), 
we have 
(1 - €)r(x) < p(x) < r(x). 
So if we take R2 > Ri > R(e), then for any x G 
f 
Ri < Pix) < r{x) 
1 ( 1 - e)r{x) < p{x) < R2. 
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so 
丄一6 
Let 二 #，then 
丄一€， 
Vol(F-\S(Ri, ( 1 - e)R))) < R). 
Combing with (2.18), we have 14。（i^i，R) > V{Ri, (1 — e)R). Therefore 
lim 講 ) = l i m 仏o(丑 1) +仏Q(i^i，i^) 
R—oo V{R) R-^oo V{Ri) + V{RuR) 
> lim Y ^ o i R ^ 
R , V { R u R ) 
> Um f (风，(1 —明 ) 
一 R—oo V{Ri,R) 
=(1-e产. 
And hence the theorem follow from Bishop comparison theorem. • 
Based on the theorem 2.4, it is natural to ask if we can show that M has n linearly 
independent, linear growth, holomorphic functions; from the assumption that it 
has 2n linearly independent harmonic functions of linear growth? 
The answer is affirmative, and it come to our theorem 2.6. But before introducing 
theorem 2.6, we should take a look on the theorem 1.2 in [12 . 
T h e o r e m 2 .5 Let TkP be a compact manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature, 
e M. Suppose u >{) is a subharmomc function defined on B工丄R). There 
exist a constant c depending only on n such that for any e 6 (0,1/2) we have 
sup u" < e-'V-\R) [ u" 
〜((1-e)丑） J B 工oCR) 
W e will now proceed to prove the main theorem in this section: 
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T h e o r e m 2 .6 Let M be a complete Kdhler manifold with nonnegative holomor-
phic bisectional curvature and complex dimension n. Then dim 7ii (M) < 2n + 1. 
Moreover, if dim7ii{M) = 2n + 1 then M is isometric to C ^ with the standard 
flat metric. 
Proof : In view of theorem 2.4, we need to show that if M has 2n linearly 
independent harmonic functions of linear growth, then it must have n linearly 
independent holomorphic functions of linear growth. 
Since the lift of a harmonic function of linear growth to the universal covering 
of M is also a harmonic function of linear growth, we can thus assume that M is 
simply connected. 
Firstly, by the Bochner's formula 
A|V/|2 = 2fpq + 2 R M + 2(V/, V A / ) . 
Consider f G 7ii(M), since A / = 0 and M has nonnegative Ricci curvature, thus 
A | V / p > 2 4 > 0 for l,2...,2n, 
where fpq is the real Hessian of f. Now define a cut-off function <j) as 
, , , 1 on B M 
(pyx) 二 
� 0 on M\BJ2K), 
with |V(/)| < 爭 for some constant Ci > 0. Hence 
[02A|V/|2 > 2 f 妒fpq. (2.19) 
J M J M 
On the other hand, 
[02A|V/|2 = f div V / P ) - [〈•02,V|V/|2〉 
JM JM J M 
= f [ (20V0,2|V/|V|V/|) 
JdM JM 
= - 4 / (|V/|V0,0V|V/|), 
JM 
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where if is the unit outward normal vector of dM. And therefore 
[02A|V/|2 < [ 02|V|V/||' + 4 [ |V/|2|V0|2 
J M J M J M 
< 4 [ |V/|2|V0|2+ f 小 
J M J M 
Together with (2.19), we conclude that 
[^'fp, < 4 [ |V/|2|V0|2 (2.20) 
J M J M 
The definition of 小 and (2.20) implies that 
f |/.:|2 < f f 
< / n � 
J M 
< 4 / 
JM 
< M [ I •斤. 
As f is harmonic, |V/| is bounded, thus 
v-ym f f - 2 < Vxo{2R) 
工。（"〜⑷了”. - V.oiR) 
where C2 is a constant depends only on n. Since — 2几 as — 00, we 
have 
lim V-\R) f = (2.21) 
W e now consider A|/-|, let {zi, ...,Zn} be a orthonormal coordinates at a point 
a: G M which diagonalize = Denote the Hermitian metric by 
ds: = Qapdzadzp 
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Then 
= g � 我 t-t + g � 由 
+g �-3“ly-6,i + g � - ” a - ^ t 
—fapfpa,tt + faP,tifl3a 
~^fa^,tfpa,t + fap,tfpa,t 
—fapfpa,ti + fa^,tiff3a 
^ fapfpa,tt + faP,tifpa 
—faP {fpmi + Rtifisfsa) 
+ (fa_ + Rttaefep) fpa (2.22) 
Since f is harmonic, = = 0. Hence (2.22) becomes : 
AI faP 12 > fap Rttpsfsa + RttaO fopf(3a 
—^a^aP^ttpAs^sa + RttaO^e^dp^P^Pa 
=2XlRtiaa > 0. (2.23) 
Since is subharmonic, theorem 2.5 tells us that (2.21) implies f---三 
0. So f 
is pliiri-harmonic function on M. The assumption that M is simply 
connected implies that f is then either a real or imaginary part of a linear growth 
holomorphic function. 
Hence we conclude that M admits n linearly independent holomorphic func-
tions of linear growth. And the theorem is then follow from the result of theorem 
2.4. • 
Remark: In the original result in Li [9], it was only assumed that the Ricci 
curvature is nonnegative. But in this case, it is unclear why (2.23) is true. 
Chapter 3 
Harmonic functions of 
polynomial growth 
3.1 Harmonic sections of polynomial growth 
It is known from [1] that if M has nonnegative Ricci curvature, then it satisfies 
the following condition (P) and (V) with u = dim(M): 
(P) The Poincare inequality: there exists a constant C > 0, such that for all 
X e M and r〉0, 
[ u ' < Ct" f I•以|2 
J B工(r) J B工(r) 
for any u e satisfying /召^) u = 0. And 
(V) The volume comparison condition: if 14 (r) is the volume of the geodesic 
ball centered at x G M of radius r then 
for some constant u > 0 and for all r < r'. 
In particular, we see that (V) implies 
(V') The volume doubling condition: there exists a constant u > 0 such 
21 
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that 
for all X G M and r > 0. 
Moreover, A. A. Grigor'yan [6] showed that if a manifold satisfies conditions (P) 
and (V，)，then it also satisfies : 
(M) The mean value inequality : there exists a constant A > 0, such that 
for all X G M and r > 0, any nonnegative subharmonic function f defined on M 
must satisfy 
A f f > K(r)/(x). 
/ 
O n the other hand, notice that for r' > r, we have > — > 2於—工，for some 
r — ‘ 
k eN, and (V) becomes 
f2r'Y , 
> K ( 2 V ) 
> K(rO. 
So (V,) implies : 
(W) The weak volume comparison condition : there are constants Cq > 0 
and " > 0, such that for all x e M and / > r > 0, 
/ I \ v 
Co 则 … O 
If we assume the manifold M satisfies conditions (W) and (M), then we have a 
theorem of Li , which is a theorem about space of sections of a vector bundle. So 
let us first look at the definitions of vector bundle and sections. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 .1 A rank m vector bundle consists of a total space E，a base M, 
and a projection tt : E M, where E and M are differenUable manifolds, 
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TT is a differentiahle map. Such that for every x e M, E^ = 7r~^{x) is a m-
dimensional vector space. And for every x e M there exist a neighborhood U and 
a diffeomorphism 
if : 7r-\U) -^U xW^ 
with the property that for any y ^U 
咖,：Ey — {y} X『 
is a vector space isomorphism. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 2 A section of a vector bundle E is a differentiahle map u \ M E 
such that (j)o u = idM- The space of sections of E is denoted by T{E). 
Before proving a theorem of Li, let us take a look on the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 3 . 1 Let W he a codimension m vector subspace of a k-dimensional in-
ner product space V. For any basis {vi, ...,Vk} of V, we can use an orthogonal 
change of basis to obtain a basis {vi,...,vk} of V such that {vm+i, •••^Vk} G W, 
Eti = 仏 1 Ivil'^ and 
( k k ^ k k 、 
iveVv = = l\ = lveVv = =丄 I 
L i=l i=l J L i=l i=l J 
Proof : Let {ei, ••., e/J be an orthonormal basis of V such that {e爪+i,…，e^J G 
ly. Let Vi = VijCj,少=(vij), then 
(\ ( \ 
i 丨 . (3.1) 
V ^^  / V ^^  / 
Since $ is invertible, Vii,V2i, not all zero, we can assume that vn + 0。 
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Firstly, we multiply both sides by 
1 0 • • • ••• • • • 0 
-V2i/yii 1 0 0 
= -Vsi/vu 0 1 0 ... 0 , 
• • • • • • 
\-Vki/vii 0 0 i j 
notice that AiA\ = I. Then (3.1) becomes 
/ \ 
/ \ ^11 • ••巧fc、 / \ 
vi ei 
Ai •： ： 
W 1^0 广 " 
where is also an invertible k - 1 x k - 1 matrix. Similarly we can also 
assume that ^ 0, and multiply the above equation by 
0 0 � 
0 1 0 0 
= 0 一少 21/少 11 1 0 ... 0 ， 
0 丨 丨 丨 丨 ； 
\0 -^ki/^11 0 ... 0 Ij 
notice that A2AI = I. Repeatedly, we have 
( \ I \ 
Am …乂2乂1 ： = 屯 ： ， 
\ ^^  / V ^^  / 
where 少 is an upper triangular matrix. W e let 
(~ \ ( \ 
vi ei 
： ： , 
) \ek J 
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then {；！, ...,Vk} G span{em+i, e^} ^ W, and 
( \ / ~ \ 
A : = : ， 
J J 
where A — Am...Ai is also orthogonal. 
O n the other hand, since Yli=i I均 P =trace of 亞亡少， 
k 
f = trace of 
i=l 
= t r a c e of 
k 
= E k | 2 
i=l 
Moreover, for any v = E t i ^ {v ^ V\v = E t i E t i = 1}, let 
a = ( a i , a / e ) ^ Then 
/ ~ \ 
Vl 
) 
( \ Vl 
=a'A \ . 
I W 
Notice that if we let a = (ai,a^) = A^a, then 
问2 = | A � | 2 二� A、， j t a � = (a^  AA'a) = |a|2 = 1. 
Hence v = YlLi _ with af = 1. Therefore we proved 
‘ k k ^ k k 、 
V i=l J I i=l i=l J 
• 
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D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 3 Given two inner products 少 and T on a k-dimensional vector 
space V. If is a T-orthonormal basis of V, then the matrix of 少 with 
respect to Upsilon is given by {^{vi, vj)). 
L e m m a 3 .2 Let A, B, and C he three inner products on a k-dimensional vector 
space V. If we denote the matrix of B with respect to A by Ba, then we have 
det^A 二 det^cdetCA. 
Proof : Let {aJjL^, be two orthonormal basis of V with respect to A, C 
respectively. Then Ba = {B{ai, aj)), Be = {B{ci, cj)). If we denote the transition 
matrix from basis to {a^jf^i hy Q = (qij), then we have 
k k 
(CU)ij = C{ai,aj) = C(Y^qirCr,^qjtCt) 
r=l t=l 
k 
= ^ ^ QirQjt^rt 
r,t=l 
k 
= ^ qirQjr 
r=l 
={i, j) - th entry of QQK 
O n the other hand, since {QBc)it = Ylt=i qirBi^c” Q), thus 
k 






=BjyZ qirC” qjtCt)qjt 
r=l t=l 
=B(ai,aj). 
Therefore we conclude that Ba = qBcQ^ and Ca = QQt. Hence the lemma 
follows. • 
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L e m m a 3 . 3 Let K he a k-dimensional linear space of sections of a rank-m vector 
bundle E with an inner product over M satisfies conditions (W) and (M). Assume 
that for any u eK, u satisfies 
A\u\^ > 0. 
Let be a basis of K. Then for any peM, r>0, and for any e G (0,1/2), we 
have 
Y J M'SmCiAe—("-1) sup f H ^ 
where Ci is a positive constant depends only on Co and {A, U) = {u G K\u = 
aiUi + …cikUk, for some unit vector A = (ai,a^) G M^} 
Proof : For any xG Bp(r), let K^ = {u e K\u{x) = 0}. Since E is rank m vector 
bundle, the dimension of K^ is at least k-m. By lemma (3.1), we can get a basis 
of K, such that Ui e K^ for m + 1 < i < k. If we denote the distance from p to 
X by p(x), then we can use assumption (M) to obtain: 
k k m 
i=l i=l i=l 
A r 
-V工 ( (1 + e)r 一 p(x)) I仏|2(工) 
k 入 
t t K((l + e)r - p(x)) JB,((l+e)r) 
On the other hand, the fact that p(x) < r and condition (W) implies 
+ 哪 + 介 - K 敝 講 + e)r + p⑷） 
+ ⑷） > 去 [ ( ( i :二：： ( ( : ; ]、 (〜 )〜⑷ ) 
〉-去 職 + 一 ) ） 
K((l + e). — p⑷） > ^ [(lyi);:)，)j“^.(r). (3.3) 
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Substituting (3.3) into (3.2), and integrating over Bp{r), 
V [ \u,\\x) < mX sup f \u\‘ [ [ 2(l + e)r V 
Jspir) ‘ — [ue{A,U) JB^{{l+e)r) J ^ p W JB^ir) |_(1 + — — 
mC2A f 2 
= 1 7 7 T sup / u 
^PV) lue{A,U) JBp((l+e)r) 
X [ + — (3.4) 
where C2 is a constant depends on Co and v. 
W e estimate /召。⑷（(1 + e) _ r—VOr))—" first, let ((1 + e) — r—V(:r))—"= 
m , 
thus 
[ ( ( 1 + 芒 ) - r - ' p { x ) ) —" =厂 AMf(p)dp, 
J Bp(r) Jo 
where Ap(p)=Area of dBp{p). W e write 
厂 r^ 9—1 r^r 
J^ Mp)fip)dp = J^ Ap{p)f{p)dp + Yl Mp)f{p)dp (3.5) 
0 i—0 
where a = for some positive integer q such that a < 1 + e/2. Since f is 
T 
bounded on [0, -], and noticing that 
f{p) = "r—i((l + e) — r—V)">+i) > 0, 
hence inequality (3.5) becomes: 
/ r q-l 晰 
A(p)f(p)dp < + / Mp)dp 
- • 1 2 J ^ r 
1=1 2 ^  
<讽⑷+£/(宁•(宁)-〜宇)， 
where C3 > 0 is a constant depends only on u. Using the assumption (W), it 
becomes 
rr q-l 糾 � � 
/ Mp)mdp < + -
J 0 . 1 Z z 
1=1 匕 - I 
_ i+1 -
< C 测 1 + , (3.6) 
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where C4 is a constant depends only on Co, C5 is a constant depends on Co and 
V. W e now estimate YliZl first: 
Since / is an increasing function of p, and a < I e/2, we have 
9-1 Q-i i 
(3.7) 
i=l i=l 
O n the other hand, 
广(l+e/2)r 9-1 i 
/ fiP)dp > + hl + em'-a^a-l) 
> C 6 r £ / ( ( l + e/2)宇） 
i=i 丄 
where Cq is a constant independent of r. Hence 
^ / ( ( l + e/2) — ) < A / fip)dp 
i二 1 � G6r J(i+e/2)r 
一 [(1 + e) — r—i(l + e/2)r]—"+1} 
< (3.8) 
where C7 is a positive constant independent of r. 
Combing (3.6),(3.7), and (3.8), we obtain 
/ ((1 + e)—r-ip � 二 f A,{p)f{p)dp 
J Bp{r) Jo 
< "+1， 
where Cs is a positive constant independent of r. 
By putting this equality into (3.4), we prove the lemma. • 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 .4 A map u is of polynomial growth of at most d if it satisfy \u\{x) < 
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L e m m a 3 . 4 Let K he a k-dimensional linear space of sections of a vector bundle 
E with an inner product over M. Assume that M has volume growth at most of 
order Suppose each section u e K is of polynomial growth of at most degree d. 
Forp e M, P > 1,5 > 0，and r。> 0，there exists r � r。 s u c h that if {ui}�二! is an 








Proof : For r > 0, we define Ar = (u,v) = which is a positive 
definite bilinear form defined on K. Also, we denote the trace of Ar with respect 
to Ar' by tlr'Ar. 
And, we denote the determinant of Ar with respect to Ar' by det— 
To prove the lemma is equivalent to prove that ii^rAr > 朴 义 Assume 
that the lemma is false, then for some fixed point p e M, some constants P > 1, 
J〉0 and To > 0，we have for any r > r。，the following inequality holds: 
trprAr < 朋-(掛"+， (3.9) 
On the other hand, by arithmetic-geometric means: 
tiprAr > k {detprAr)^ , 




Replace r by f3r, notice that f5r > r > tq, hence 
< [T勢以+6、. 
Iterating this inequality j times, we have 
d e t伊 r A伊 < /r啦牡句， 
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hence by lemma 3.2, 
detpjj.Ar = ...detpr^r 
< 牡 义 (3.10) 
O n the other hand, take to be an Ar orthonormal basis of K which 
diagonalizes Aj3r- Since Vi is of polynomial growth of at most d and M has 
volume growth at most order r", there exists a constant C = C{K) depends on 
K , such that 
f kr 浏 1 + 购 2 ’ 
-JSpipor) 
for 1 < z < /c. In particular, since diagonalizes Apr, 
k A 
deirApjr = n / 
i=l JBpU3jr) 
< (J pjK'^d+u) ^ k{2d+u) 
Thus 
Combing this equality with (3.10), 
Ql^-jk{2d+u)^-k{2d+u) < p-jk{2d+u+5) 
< Cr_+…. (3.11) 
While inequality (3.11) is impossible when j — oo. Hence the lemma is proved. 
• 
W e are now ready to give an estimate for dimension of 7id{M). 
T h e o r e m 3 .1 (Li)Let M" he a complete manifold satisfying conditions (W) and 
(M). Suppose E IS a rank-m vector bundle with an inner product over M. For 
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d > 0，let Sd{M, E) C r(丑)be a linear sub space of sections of E, such that, all 
u G Sd{M, E) satisfy 
a) > 0, and 
b) \u\{x) < Cu{l + pix))"^ as X OQ. 
Then the dimension of Sd{M, E) is finite. Moreover there exists a constant C > 0 
depending only on Co and v such that 
dim Sd{M, E) < 
Proof : Let i^T be a k-dimensional subspace of Sd{M, E). By lemma 3.4, for any 
p e M, P > S > 0, there exists r > 0 such that for any Apr orthonormal basis 
{ui}i=i of K, we have 
一 ” f |“2丨2, (3.12) 
i=l J Mr) 
where Af3r is an inner product defined as Apr{u,v) = /丑 ^^^ ^ {u,v). 
O n the other hand, by lemma 3.3, for any e e (0,1/2) 
Y^ [ H 2 < m C i A e — s u p [ \u\\ (3.13) 
i二 1 -JBpir) ue{A,U) JBp{{l+e)r) 
where Ci is a positive constant depends only on Cq and {{A, U)} 二 {li G K\u = 
ciiUi + ".cikUk, for some unit vector A = (ai,…，aa；)} G R^. 
If we choose = 1 + e〉 1 , since is Apr orthonormal, thus for any 
[ f I 叫 (3.14) 
JBp((l+e)r) JBp{{l+e)r) 
Combing (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14)，we have 
A;(l + e)-(2 杯“+…< mC^iAe 一叶 1 
k{l + < mCiAe-^+i 
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Since S is arbitrary, we can rewrite this equality into: 
where C is a constant depends on Cq and za Then the result follows when putting 
e 二 關 - 1 G (0,1/2). • 
In the theorem of Li, if we consider 丑 = A f x IR, tt = 7r(p, r) 二 _p where p e M, 
r eR. Then ^  is a rank-1 vector bundle on M , and T{E) is the space of function 
defined on M. Moreover, HdiM) C Sd{M, E). Hence from this theorem, we can 
conclude that 
dimTidiM) < mC\(f-\ 
In fact, using an argument involving the Poincare inequality and a ball cov-
ering lemma, Colding and Minicozzi eventually proved: 
Theorem : Let TkT be a complete manifold satisfying (V) and (P). Then the 
dimension of TidiM) is finite. Moreover, there exists a constant C'(n, "，C)〉0 
depending only on n, v, and C such that 
After 
proving the above theorem, Colding and Minicozzi weaken the assump-
tion (V) to (V). But using the weaker assumptions (P) and (V，)，Colding and 
Minicozzi also proved a similar result : 
dimTidiM) < Cd\ 
However, the order of d is not so sharp this time. It is remarkable that from the 
theorem of Li, we retain the sharp order with the weakest assumptions (M) and 
(W). 
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3.2 Harmonic functions on manifolds with Sobolev 
inequality 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 5 A complete manifold M is said to satisfy a Sobolev inequality 
S{B, v), if there exist a point p e M，and a constants B > 0 and v � 2 , such 
that for all r > 0； and for all f G C^{Bp{r)), we have 
( 、宇 
[ \ f \ - A “ < f (|V/|2 + r-2/2). 
yBpir) y JBp(r) 
The aim of this section is to show that if M ^ is a n-dimensional manifold 
satisfying Sobolev inequality S{B, v), then 
dimHdiM) < C{B, 
where C{B, v) is a constant depends on B and v. This is a result by Li and Wang 
in [15 . 
It is known in [17] that for manifolds that are quasi-metric to one with nonnegative 
Ricci curvature, and minimal submanifolds with Euclidean volume growth in 
then it also satisfy the Sobolev inequality S{B,n). In [16], we know that 
the Sobolev inequality alone implies the weak mean value inequality by Moser 
iteration. W e found that Sobolev inequality will also implies polynomial volume 
growth. W e conclude that the single assumption is sufficient to imply finite 
dimensionality of TidiM) from a theorem of Li-Wang. W e will first establish 
some lemmas: 
L e m m a 3 .5 Let V be a k-dimensional vector sub space of a vector space W. Let 
L and $ be an inner product and bilinear form on W respectively. Then for 
any given linearly independent set of vectors {wi, ...,Wk-i} C W, there exists an 
L-orthonormal basts {”i，...,Vk} of V such that 龟(Vi,Wj)=0 for all 1 < j < i < k. 
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Proof : Since the vector space spanned by {wi,wj^-i} is of dimension A: — 1 < 
dim V, there exists a vector Vk ^V such that 
< 外,秘力二 0 for j 二 
L{vk,Vk) = 1. 
V 
Repeatedly, since span{wi, ...,Wk-2} is of dimension k - 2 , while the orthogonal 
complement of span{vk} in V is of dimension k - 1. Thus there exists a vector 
Vk-i G V such that 
f 
^{vk-i,Wj) = 0 for j = l,",k — 1’ 
< L(vk-i,vk) = 0, 
、L(vk - l , V k - l ) = 1. 
Inductively, we can choose an L-orthonormal basis {^i, of V such that 
$(叫，wj)=0 for all 1 < j < z < A;. • 
Let 0 be a positive function defined on a fixed geodesic ball Bp(r). From now 
on, Lr and will denote two inner products on the space W = L^(Bp(r), dx) fl 
1/2(Bp(r), (t)dx) defined by 
LrU.9)= f f{x)g{x)dx 
J Bpir) 
and 
Mf,g)= f f{x)g{x)(P{x)dx. 
^Bpir) 
L e m m a 3.6 Let V be a k-dimensional subspace ofHd{M). For any fixed number 
> 1，/e力 he the trace of the bilinear form Lr with respect to the inner 
product Li3r on V, we have 
k 
tr^ ^ Lr(V) < V 
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where \i{Pr) is the i-th Dirichlet eigenvalue of Bp{f3r) arranged in nondecreasing 
order. Moreover, for any nonnegative integer m, there exists a subspace Y of V 
with dim(y) = k — m such that 
k 4 
Proof : W e define a nonnegative cut-off function 0 on Bp{Pr) such that (p = 1 
on Bp(r), 0 < 0 < 1 on Bp(j3r�, (/) = 0 on dBp{f]r), and 
_ , 2 
< (A 1 、 • 
Let {wi, ...,Wk} be the Dirichlet eigenfunctions of Bp{Pr)with respect to the 
eigenvalues {Ai(/3r),..., Xk{Pr)}. By lemma 3.5, we have a L卢广orthonormal basis 
{t^i,ffc} of V such that 
龟r{yi,Wj) = / Vi(^oc�Wj(^x)(l)(oc�dx 二 Q 
JSpiPr 
ioi 1 < j < i < k. Hence by the properties of Xi{j3r), we have 
HPr) [ < f |V(如』2， (3.15) 
J Bp(Pr) J Bp{(3r) 
for any I <i <k. On the other hand, 
0= (l)^ViAvi 
JBpipr) 
二 - [ 
-JBpipr) 
=—2 / (M�V0, •!；,〉一 [ •巧 |2 
J JBp{(3r) 
= - [ (3.16) 
JBp(j3r、 J Bp{(3r) 
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Moreover, using (3.15) and (3.16), we have 
[ V ? < [ {4>Vif 
-JBpir) JBpiPr) 
< K\Pr) [ |V((M)|2 




Moreover, for any nonnegative integer m , we let V 二 span{vm+i,…外}, then 
k 4 
• 
L e m m a 3 .7 Suppose that M is a complete manifold satisfying the Sobolev in-
equality S{B,u). If Afc(r) is the k-th Dirichlet eigenvalue of Bp(r), then there 
exists a positive integer k�depending only on B and v such that 
for all k > ko, r > 0 and C{v) is a positive constant depending only on v. 
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Proof : Let H(x,y,t) be the Dirichlet heat kernel of Bp{r). Then by the semi-
group property of H{x,y,t) and Schwartz inequality, we have 
il+2 
= / H\x,y,t)dy 
yB^ir) 
( � 
I Iv I 4 
二 / 兩十兩(a:,y，力)dy 
/ f . y+2 . / 4 \ ^ ^ 
yBpir) y yBp{r) 
/ r \ ^ f r \ ^ 
= / H 為{x,y,t~)dy / H{x,y,t)dy\ . (3.17) 
yBj^ir) / \JBp{r) ) 
Moreover, using the Sobolev inequality S{B, v) and the fact that /召尸⑷ y, t)dy < 
1, inequality (3.17) becomes : 
/ 「 
< / H 气 x,y,t)dy 
yBp{r) 
< BrX'hr) [ {\VH\\x,y,t) + T-'H\x,y,t))dy 
… 2 ( f \ 
< -Bt^Vv “ [r) / H{x, y, t)AH{x, y, t)dy - x, 2t) 
ySpir) 
=-Br'ViHr) f H{x,y,t)^H{x^y,t)dy 
JBp{r) Ot 
+BV;~^{r)H{x,x,2t). (3.18) 
O n the other hand, since 
H{x,x,2t) = f H\x,y,t)dy 
JBp{r) 
Q n r\ 
= 2 H{x,y,t)-H{x,y,t)dy. (3.19) 
饥 JBp{r) Ot 
Putting (3.19) into (3.19), we have 
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which is equivalent to 
d f At 2 \ 4 2 4力 
Integrating both sides with respect to t, and using the fact that lirUe—o H(x, x, 2e)= 
0, we have 
4力 2 2 「 4 力 -
exp{—)H-^x,x,2t) > exp(-—) - 1 
V — vr^ 
2 1 2 � 一4/ ‘ 
H-^x,x,2t) > 1 - e x p ( — ) 
I z/r^  
Ci 「 -4t l—i 
H{x,x,2t) < ^ 1 - e x p ( — ) , 
Vp{r) _ V— 
where Ci is a constant depends on B, v. Then 
[H{x,x,2t)dx < [ [l - exp(^)l ' dx. 
JB^ ir) JB.ir) ^ p W L . 
On the other hand, 
oo 
^exp(-2Ai^) = / H(x,x,2t)dx 
i=i Jspir) 
1 2 
< • (3.20) 
For k > 1，set t = 1/Xk； since A^ are arranged in nondecreasing order, thus 
exp(—2怒）< e-2. Therefore, (3.20) becomes : 
「 -4 J — i 
- 卜 
A- < ^ i n f _ _ ^ _ _ _ ； 1 
^ 叫 1 3 ^ ) ， （3.21) 
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where C2 = C<2[B, i/j is a constant depends on B and while C3 = Cs{u) is a 
constant depends on u only. O n the other hand, for x G [ 0 ， w e have this 
inequality 
_ 2 
So if we choose a ko large enough such that kg^ < then for any k > ko, we 
can conclude from (3.21) that 
A. > 
Thus the lemma is proved. • 
T h e o r e m 3 .2 Let M be a complete manifold satisfying the Sobolev inequality 
S{B, v). Then the space 7i‘M�is of finite dimensional and it satisfies the esti-
mate 
dimHdiM) < C{B, y)(f 
for all d > 1. 
Proof : Firstly, we will show that M has polynomial volume growth of at most 
order v by using S{B,u). Let / be a cut-off function defined as : 
“ 、 、 “ 明 ） / ⑷ = 
、0 ifxeM\Bp(2), 
and |V/| < 1. Applying Sobolev inequality S(B,iy): 
(L) 一 r ‘ 南 L)(她尸） 
V (0 
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where Ci is a positive constant. 
Let y be a /c-dimensional subspace of 7id{M). Applying lemma 3.4，there 
exists R > P > 1 such that 
t v L . M y ) > (3.22) 
O n the other hand, by lemma 3.7, there exists a constant C2 : Ciiy) depends 
on V�ko depends on B, v such that for all k > ko 
W > � 2 / " , 
hence 
急 雜 ( 3 . 2 3 ) 
By lemma 3.6, there exists a subspace Y of V with codimension ko such that 
刷 气 (3.24) 
Using the inequalities (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24), we have 
秘-(2d+"+i) —知 < tr^^^LniV) - ko 
< � L 丑 ( y ) 
k , 
< Y 4 
^ 乾 ” . (3.25) 
If we put = 1 + i, as (1 + > e-2, thus (3.25) becomes 
2 2 — < C^id+lfk'-^^^ + ko 
k 补 < C^cP 
k < C4d\ 
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notice that since ko is depends on B and z/, so C3 and C4 are constant depend on 
B and v. Hence the theorem is proved. • 
Chapter 4 
Harmonic functions on manifolds 
with nonnegative sectional 
curvature 
In this section, we will study a theorem of Li and Wang in section 4.2 of [15], in 
which they showed that Yli^i dimTiiiM) has a sharp upper bound as d oo, 
for manifolds with nonnegative sectional curvature. 
Fix a point p e M, using the geodesic polar coordinates, for any x e M, we 
can express it in the form of ((9，r) where 0 G Sp{M) the unit sphere of Tp(M), 
and r = r{p,x) is the distance from p to x. Let J(0,t) be the Jacobian of the 
exponential map at point (6',t). If (6>，力）lies outside the cut locus of p, then we 
simply define J{e,t) as 0. From the first variational formula in [10], 
H{e,t)J{e,t), where H{0,t) is the mean curvature of dBp{t) at ((9,力)。While the 
Bishop comparison theorem in [10] also tells us that if M has nonnegative Ricci 
curvature, then 聊,t) < (n - l)/t. Hence we conclude that the 力_(几—i) J(6>,力)is 
a non-increasing function of t. 
43 
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Now, let us define some subsets of S p { M ) : 
r(oo) 二 <f (9 G S p M Joo{0) = liminf ^ ^ ^ 〉 q I , 
L t^oo t 几—1 J 
r,(oc) = I ^ G ^ p M Joo(^)>r|, 
IV ⑴= < [ ⑷ m| 裝 〉 t } . 
Since ^ ^^^ is non-increasing with respect to t, we have 
J ⑷ ⑷ ^ 势 
for all t � 0 . And for ti > 
r v ⑷ c rv⑷• 
On the other hand, we have 
iV(oo) = 门 rv ⑷. 
i>0 
Hence, given any ^  > 0, we have R]{r) > 0, such that for any t > RI{t) 
rv(t)\rv(oo)| 
where | . | denote the standard spherical measure. 
Notice that ^ ^ ^ converge to Joo{0) pointwisely in rV(oo)，and |IV(oo)| < 
S p M < oo. By Egoroff's Theorem, there is a subset A^ C 1\(00) such that 
|rv(oo)\A^| < A 
and converge to JooW uniformly on Ar. Hence for that given , there exist 
a > 0’ such that for t > R1{t) 
裂 邻 + 队 w , 
for all 0 e AR. In particular, take Rs{t) = max{R}{r), Rl{r)}, and choose a 
fixed ro > Rs{r), then 
， 邻 + 队 ( 化 （ 1 + 0 ^ ^ ， 
‘0 I 
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for all 6 G Ar, for all t > ro > Rs > 0. If we let 
學 { 样 | 弊 ( 1 + 徴 
then for all t > ro, Ar C A{t). 
Now, we define r'(ro) be the subset of IV (r。）with the properties that 
1) |rV(ro)\r(ro)|<(5, 
2) r'(ro) has finitely many components, 
3) dT'{ro) is smooth. 
and let f^r) = T\ro) fl A{r), then 
< inro)\ 人I 
< |r.(ro) \ rv(�)| + |rv(ro) n (r,(oo) \ 
< (4.1) 
For convenience, let us define : 
ir(ro) = {(仏 ro) € dBp(ro)l^ E r'(ro)} 
On the other hand, we let Ti'jM) = {f E H d i M抓 p ) = 0}, then dimn'^{M) + 
1 = diml-id{M), so it equivalent to work out the estimate on 7i'd{M). With these 
set up, we are going to prove the following lemma. 
L e m m a 4 .1 Let M be a complete manifold with non-negative sectional curvature 
of dim M > 3. Assume that M has maximal volume growth. Let H be a k-
dimensional subspace ofn'^{M). Then for r > tq > Rs and any Dr-orthonormal 
basis of H with respect to the bilinear form 
DrU.g)= [ (V/, Vg), 
JBp{r) 
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and for any e > 0； we have 
fc k 
^ro^vkro) < {l + Syf^ [ 陶 2 
+ sup D盼剩 ( u， u ) , 
ueS{H) 
where C = C(n) is a constant depends on n, r]i{rQ) is the i-th Neumann eigen-
values of Cl'{rQ) listed in nondecreasing order, and S{H) denotes the unit sphere 
of H with respect to the norm Dr. 
Proof : Given any fixed (5 > 0, we fix a r > 0, then there exists R5 > 0 and 
> > 0 such that for all r〉tq, 
\r\ro)\fs{r)\<2S. (4.2) 
Also notice that X^Li fdBp(r) I•均 P is independent of the choice of orthonormal 
basis By [7] we can construct a Lipschitz map from dBp(ro) onto 
dBp{r) with the Lipschitz constant at most r/r。and $“没,r。）= {0, r) for 0 e 
r(r). And these functions {vi o are now defined on n'(ro). 
Let {r7i(ro),…，"^；—be the first k - 1 Neumann eigenvalues with respect 
to n'(ro), and {cji,…’ cjfc—i} be the corresponding eigenfunctions on f2^ (ro). By 
lemma 3.5, there exists a D^-orthonormal basis {^}JLi，of the A;-dimensional 
subspace H of such that 
/ fi^j = 0 for l<j<i<k, 
-Jn'iro) 
where ft = Ui 〇 From the variational principle : 
= / e i / . y " = 0，j. = 1’ …，z —1} , 
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we can deduce that 
Viiro) f f f < l (4.3) 
Jn'{ro) Jcv'iro) 
where V denote the tangential gradient of O'(ro). Summing (4.3) over i, we have 
for r > To ： 
� � ) = 2 ? E " y 2 ( r � ) / 
� i = l ” i=l J Mr) 
fc 
o^o v ^ 1/2/ 、f dui 
=^-y^^i (^0 / Ui— 
< E "�•)(/ 劝 f 
^ tr \JdB,(r) y \JdB,ir) Or 乂 
“〜)/ < + ( 学 ( 4 . 4 ) 
… t t JdBAr) ttJdB,ir)彻 
On the other hand, 
f f" = L (购。屯 
=f 
-^^sir) 
=f “ 2 ^ 1 ^ 
Jhs(r) ' J{O.ro) 
/ \ 1 一 r 
> f / (4.5) 
\T<d J JQsir) 
where J龟丫 denote the determinant of the Jacobian of 亞” Consider the first term 
of (4.4), and using (4.5) 
购‘、L,―一 购*《、鄉t^—一, 
- ( ? ) 1 ‘ ) ‘ ( r / 
+ ( � ) 2 E — - � 2 . 
i=l JdB,(r)\ns(r) 
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Hence (4.4) becomes : 
J i=l J邮0、 
+ ( ? ) 2 ^ > ( � ) / ~ � 2 
JdBj,{r)\Qs{r) 
+ E / (尝)2 (4.6) 
JdBp(r) or 
Consider the first term of (4.6) first, by (4.3): 
( ? 广 亡 " “ n o / h / s 
i=l J她0) M r o ) 
= 广 E / ~ 
+ ( ? 广 E / 
… t ^ Jrs(r) 
Hence (4.6) becomes : 
+ ( ? 广 E / 
\ " i=l JdBpir)\ns(r) 
^±1 (尝)2 (4.7) 
i=l JdBp(r、or 
While using the facts that J((9, r。）< 1, < and (4.2); the first 
term of (4.7) can be estimated by : 
3-n ^ r � k 
h ) E / ~ < r--i |r(ro)\r,(r)|max 
i二 1 ^ r'(ro)\r,(r) dB,(r)台 
k 
< 严一 1 max •均|2(沒，r). (4.8) 
1=1 
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And we estimate the second term of (4.7) as : 
fc 
< (1 + ^) V / \Vui\^j{e,T)de 
k n 
< (1 + 吸 / 陶 2. (4.9) 
i=l JdBpir) 
By (4.8) and (4.9), we can rewrite (4.7) into : 
^ t i t t JdBp(r) ttJdBAr) ^T 
+ / ~ 义2 + 2 加 E l • 购 | 2 ( 没 
i=l JdB,(r)\ns(r) 肪 P ⑷ 3 
fc k 
k 
严-1 max •叫|2(仏 r). (4.10) 
dBp(r). 
2 = 1 . 
O n the other hand， 
E / ^ < < 
二 JdBp�ry\T办、 dBpir) ^ 
< 加 1 max ul (411) 
where A[dBp{r) \ r5(r)) =area of dBp(r) \ [^(r); Ci is a positive constant。And 
it is a direct consequence from lemma 3.1 that both Y l h 此 Yli=i I•以iP are 
independent of the choice of orthonormal basis. Moreover, if we take a point 
X e dBp{r) in which it maximize Yli=i 以?，by lemma 3.1，we can choose an basis 
of H which is obtained from orthonormal change of basis from {？ 
such that Vi{x) = 0 for z > 1. Then 
k k k 
m a x V ^ ? = [ 彻 = = vl{x). 
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Let 7 be a minimizing geodesic joining p to x. Since vi eV C vi{p) = 0， 
thus 
I灼O^ O^I < / I•灼I. (4.12) 
Since M has nonnegative sectional curvature, is subharmonic, and hence 
by mean-value inequality : 
|V”ir(7⑷）< + f I 2 
r / \ I 
/|V”ir(7⑴）< [(VjUil-hey-t) [ dt 
h Jo \ 训((l+e)r_0 / 
r / V i 
< C s � V ; h [ l + e)r — t)dtl f \Vv^\A , (4.13) 
\JBp(l+e)r y 
where C2, C3 are some constants. As M has maximal volume growth, there exists 
a constant C4 such that 
+ < Oi 厂((l + e)r —力广汝 
JO Jo 
= + (4.14) 
Combining (4.12), (4.13) and (4.14), there exist a constant C5 such that 
m a x ^ t i ? = 动 工 ) < C U … 2 — n f I i | 2 . 
Then (4.11) becomes : 
Y J < C咖"[ |V”i|2 
i=l JBp(l+e)r 
< Cedre^-'' sup 介)(u,u), (4.15) 
ueS(H) 
for some constant Cq. 
On the other hand, we let y G dBp{r) be a point such that it maximize 
maxdBpir) J2i=i iV^^iP. Consider Hy = {u e H\Vu{y) = 0}, as Vu e Tp{M), thus 
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codimension of Hy is at most n. Hence by lemma 3.1, there exists a basis {ui}^^^ 
obtained from orthonormal transformation of {ui}jLi，such that {un+i, G 
Hy, and 
k k k n 
max ^ I•叫|2 = ^ I •叫 | 2 � = ^ I • 仏 = Y^ ⑷. 
p -I -1 -1 
1=1 t=l 1=1 1=1 
Moreover, using mean-value inequality again : 
k n 
max y ^ \/ui 2 二 y ^ \/Ui (y)2 
< C2V-\er/2)j2 f I •站 
< Cj{er)--j2 [ I•仏 
i二 1 J Bp(l+e)r 
< Cjnier)-'' sup D((:t+e)r)(u, u), (4.16) 
ues(ff) 
for some constant Cj. Thus the lemma follows by putting (4.15) and (4.16) into 
(4.10). • 
T h e o r e m 4 .1 Let M be a n-dimensional complete manifold with nonnegative 
sectional curvature. Let Qq ^ [0, be a constant such that 
lim inf r—'Vp(r) = ao, 
r — oo 
where uJn= area of unit disk in E " . Denote dirnHdiM) by then for any 
sequence of positive numbers 
{0 = Oq < a I < . . . < « ； < . . . } 
satisfying a, — oc. hd satisfies 
lim sup a；"力r/, — f/卜i 〗< 
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In particular, by taking ai = i, we have 
lim sup y ^ hi^i < < 具. 
d—oo ^ nlcJn nl 1=1 
Moreover, the equality 
_ d 2 
lim sup dr^ 7 /z“i = — 
d—oo ^ n\ 1=1 
holds if and only if M = R^. 
Proof : The case for n = 1 is trivial, and in [14], the case for n = 2 was proved, 
so let us assume that n > 3. In this proof, we first show that M has maximal 
volume growth, so that we can use the inequality in lemma 4.1. Secondly, we 
will show that the term fdBp(r) I in this inequality is upperly bounded 
by 叫 — w h i c h is nearly the result we wanted. But moreover, 
we will use Weyl asymptotic formula to approximate the Neumann eigenvalues 
in terms of ⑴几 and area of geodesic ball. Finally, with the use of the assumption 
lim inf卜oo r-叩p(r) = a。，we can further approximate the area of geodesic ball by 
ao. Given an increasing sequence of positive numbers such that a^  oo. 
If this sequence satisfies 
j 
lim sup a广 - - 0, 
then the theorem clearly holds; therefore, we may assume that 
j 
limsupaT^ - > 0. 
J 1=1 
Notice that for any d> 0, there exists a jo such that a允_i < d < a^, then 
jo jo 
E ( 叫 - < d-几 ^{ai — < 
hence 
3 
l i m s i i p c r ( n — = lim sup aj"" ^ ( a ^ — ai—i)ha“i > 0. 
d—>oo j—oo . 1 
2=1 
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By corollary 6.51 in [3], M has maximal volume growth. 
Firstly, let A{fl{ro)) be the area of ^ '(tq), the assumption on volume growth 
implies that liminf^_.oo = nao； thus 阜'(^ Zl) -> 1 as ro oc, ^  -> 0. 
TICXqTq 
So, if we take 0 < C < there exists such that for any Tq > r^^, 0 < S < 
we have 
(1 - O S - I < A{n'(ro)) < (1 + (4.17) 
Since M has maximal volume growth, by lemma. 4.1, for a fixed S satisfying (4.17), 
there exists a Rs > 0 such that for r > tq > Rs > 0 and any Z^^-orthononnal 
basis {”i}f=i of a /c-dimensional subspace H of ？{'^{M), we have 
2ro 亡"》(ro) < (l + d > V [ 陶 2 
e-"") sup u)，(4.18) 
ueSiH) 
where C[) is a positive constant depends on n. In particular, we will dioose a 
fixed 7、o > 77iax{R/), r^}. 
On the other hand, we let d = a�and decompose H。(A/) into 
K { M ) = / / , © H > 
with res])ect to the inner product D\, where 
//:> = {" e K{M) I \u\(x) < C,(l + r(x)r-\D,(iL v) = 0 V/’ e //,}, 
Hj = {lie K(M) I < C“1 + r(‘/’)p, = 0 V,，G //,_,}. 
Notice that //, is the siil)spar(、of liarinonic functions of growth hctwrrii r/, and 
L(、t dim //, = A-, and {{/"jJ^Li K=i 1)。a Dporthonorinal basis of Ti'JM) with 
hp 6 //,, wv not ice that since /,；, is haiiiioiiic. using the ^ rcnvt h assuiiiptioii oii 
/,；, and Yoliiiiu、of geodesic hall, wv liavr 
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where Cf访 is a constant depends on fip. Moreover, the entry of the matrix of Dr 
with respect to Di are in the form /丑口⑷〈V/ip, •/〜〉；but /馬⑷〈V/ip, V/tg〉= 0 
for i ^ t, and 
[ � • / _ V i W � < 2 [ |V/切 
J Bpif) JBpir) 
< 2W [ \Vh\J [ 
V V JBpix) 
< Ch产咖 
where Ch = max{Cf.Jp == 1 , k i , i = 1, is a constant. Therefore, 
detD,Dr < C^ir� 
where Ci is a positive constant and s = — l) + n)ki. Now for that fixed 
ro, and = 1 + > 1, suppose for any R > Tq, the following is true : 
detn^DpR > 叫 . 
Then using lemma 3.2 
detn.Dndetn^Dpn = detn,D^ji < Ci(/]Ry . 
detz^ iZ)只 < 今 Rs. 
Repeating k times, we have 
detpii^H < 
while we conclude that dein^DR is negative, which is a contradiction, therefore 
there exist a i? > Tq such that 
^^^DnDm < (4.19) 
Let /⑴=Indetzp^A, take a fix r € (0, and denote (1 + d~\l — r))R by 
since 
< detD.DndetD^Dpn < P'+'detn.DR, 
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thus f{R') < (s + l)ln卢 + f{R). Therefore, using mean value theorem, there 
exists a r G [R, R'] such that 
f{R')-f{R) 〈 {s + l)dlnP 
^ ^ R'-R (l-T)i^ 
<5+1 
< + (4.20) 
Let a{t) = as 0 < r < 0 < a{t) < 1 + 2r. Since + 1 when 
d — oo, there exists a c?^  > 0 such that for d > d” 
d l n / m n / 3 口 + + ) 
1 + 2r — a(r) 
And hence for d〉 d” (4.20) becomes : 
饥 t=r 厂 
Denote h'^  = d i m a n d consider a D^-orthonormal basis {vi}i=i of 
then 
detDi A = detD.DrdetoM = (detprDi)—Metp, A 
In det Dt = In det Dr Dt — In det Or 
d d 
— In det^iA = —In detz^^A 
Q Q 
- ( I n d e t A ) = ^ (detz). A ) 
t=r 饥 t=r 
Consider 悬(det/^^Df), we have 
l^(detDrA) = [ ^ Co factor of ( [ 
饥 I，户 1 饥 VB,{t) / ⑴ 乂 
h'd ( f \ ( n \ 
= ^ / 〈 • 仍 ， • � � * Co factor of / 
1，J 二 1 ydBpit) / \’J Bp � 乂 
d , ^ ( f \ ( r \ 
—(detz,. A) = ^ / �Vt^z, •巧•� * Co factor of / 〈•队•巧〉， 
^ ,.，户 1 \JdB,{r) / \jBp{r) / 
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since {vi}^^^ is D^-orthonormal basis, cofactor of (/召 “)〈Vt^ “V^〉) = Sij, thus 
^d p o 丄 1 
E / I 二 石(det^^A) < ^ ( 1 + 2r). (4.21) 
^^•/aBp(r) Ot t=r r 
O n the other hand, from Weyl asymptotic formula, take any ^  > 0, there exists 
io such that for any i > zq, 
(1 - < Vi{ro) < + 
where Cn—i 二 ^ ^ and r]i{ro) is the z-th Neumann eigenvalues of Q'{ro) listed in 
nondecreasing order. Combining with (4.17), we have 
\[l + C)naoJ rl \{l-C)naoJ ) 
From now on, d is begin chosen such that d > max{dr , 2io,n}. W e choose 
a D/rorthonormal basis { w 丄 o f that diagonalizes DpR, then (4.19) 
implies that 
(4.23) 
Take A >2, consider Ia = {i\DpR(u,u) < and let H = span{ui\i e 




Combining with (4.23), we conclude that 
“ 1 > 朴 + 桃 — 幻 -
k > K i ^ y 
In particular, k > > h'j2 > d/2 > zq. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume = {1,2,..., k}. And for ue H,we write u = Y!1=i hui for some 
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set of constants {6丄 notice that 






sup D _ 、 u , u ) 化 ( 4 . 2 4 ) 
ueS(H) 
where S{H) = {u e H\Dr{u,u) = 1}. N o w we put e = ^ - 1 > 0 into (4.18)， 
and using the facts (4.21), (4.24) and de > r/2, we get 
2 r 。 亡 ⑷ < 2ro^ny\ro) 
i—io i=l 
< (1 + + 1)(1 + 2r) + CW(roV(r。)e2-- + 
< (l + 2r + 2(5)(5 + l) 
f dV"「 t2 1 
roV(ro)^ + 1 卢补+1)/"、 （4.25) 





= - 2 ^ ( a , — a 卜 卜 1 + {2d + n-
2=1 
Hence (4.25) becomes : 
J 
2(l + 2r + 2 6 ) ^ ( a , < (1 + + + n — 2)"；^  + 1] 
1=1 
f d \ " � 1 
- ro%(ro)^ + l 朴+1)/乂 
W L d . 
k 
- 2 厂 0 [ 7 7 ; " ( 厂 0 ) . (4.26) 
i—io 
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O n one hand, we have 
s + 1 
-rj- < 2d + n-2<3d. (4.27) 
O n the other hand, since k > zq, by (4.22), we have 
柳 ( … - r g [ ( l - O n a o ) 
< 令 參 , (4.28) 
where C2 is a positive constant depends on n and a。. And since M also satisfies 
Sobolev inequality S{B,n), using theorem 3.2 to estimate /z^  (4.28) becomes : 
r'oVkiro)^ < 祭(『-1)古 < Cs, (4.29) 
where C3 is a positive constant depends on n, ao and B. Moreover, using (4.22) 
again : 
roiy、。) > • 全 A 
台 ro 、(1 + 0膽0乂 台。 
� / I 7 f Cn-i \ ^ n - l r n 
- ( 丁 
-C4, (4.30) 
where C4 is a positive constant independent of d. 
Putting (4.27), (4.29) and (4.30) into (4.26), we obtain : 
3 
2 = 1 
77—2 / 1 \ 
2 r^ \ d J 
n - l r——-( Cn—i \ ^ / ‘ A - l \ , n 
- 巧 fc^) ( 丁 ） 卜 口 ， （ 4 . 3 1 ) 
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where C5 is a constant independent of d, Cq is a constant depends on n, a^ and 
B only. Let us denote : 
77 — 9 
E = (l + 2r + 2(5)(^i+-—) 
F = Cn—l 
gm = Eh'r"^F{h�y^� 
/ L 
Notice that g attain maximum value when E = , hence the right hand 
side of (4.31) as 
3 
i=l 
f 1 � 編 1 
= C 5 + Cq8— 1 + - H 
d几( l、3Ad 
= 抓 
, + + ( A 、 〜 1 , , � a o 
Then divide both sides by d^ and let d 00, we have 
j 
limsup(l + 2r + 2S)d-^ - O i —氣 ^ 
“00 
< ^ (i + 2 r + 2 ^ r ( i + c) / ^ y gp 
_ 6 V^r^-1 \A-lJ CN-L' 
Finally, we let 5 0, r -> 0, C 0, C 0 and ^ 00, then 
j 
lim sup 厂 a 卜 < 
d 一 0 0 “1 。n—l 
• 
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